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Introduction
AdWords tends to get a bad rap amongst B2B business owners. And, after auditing hundreds of AdWords accounts, it’s
easy to see why.
After all, AdWords is an easy place to lose a lot of money.
This is particularly true in the B2B arena, where your target market tends to be a little more niche. It's often hard to know
which search terms to target and—even when you've found a good keyword—turning clicks into conversions and sales can
be a real challenge.
Case in point, we recently audited a B2B account that had spent $150,000 on AdWords without producing a single sale.
Results like that would make anyone think pay-per-click is a waste of money.
But here's the thing, if you do it right, AdWords can be one of the best ways to grow a B2B business. In fact, for many of our
B2B clients, AdWords is actually their biggest source of B2B leads and sales.
So, what makes the difference for these companies? How do you turn a budget burning account into a marketing
superstar?
In this eBook, we’ll look at several real-life examples of B2B businesses that have made AdWords work and how to achieve
the same sorts of results for your business. Let’s get started!
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Winning at AdWords
To be successful at B2B marketing, you have to understand how B2B differs from B2C.
One of the biggest differences between B2B and B2C is the value of a sale. For example, the
average eCommerce transaction is worth $85-120. Even if you factor in repeat business, you
might make $250 per customer.
Assume a 50% profit margin and you have to keep your cost-per-acquisition (CPA) below $125
just to break even.
On the other hand, lifetime value (LTV) for B2B companies often ranges from $20,000 to over
$200,000+.
Even at a profit margin of just 10%, that means that you can pay thousands per sale and still
produce a fantastic return-on-investment!

Leverage Your LTV
So, what does that mean for AdWords campaigns? Well, the bigger your profit margin, the more
wiggle room you have to figure things out.
For example, even the best-managed campaign is rarely optimized out of the gate. The right
campaign setup will save you a lot of money from the get go, but there's still going to be a
learning period between launch and optimal performance.
If you've got a small profit margin, that can be a big problem. If you've got a $50,000 profit
margin, you can still make a lot of money while you get your campaigns up to peak
performance.
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The ability to leverage profit margin to improve campaign performance gives B2B companies a
huge advantage over B2C companies.
For example, last year we started running AdWords campaigns for a B2B company in the
insurance industry.
We knew that they would profitable at $150 per lead, but since the client was new to AdWords,
we took advantage of their long-term profit margin ($1,000-10,000+) and ran a blast campaign to
identify their best keywords.
Our 2-week blitz resulted in a $250 cost-per-lead (CPL), which was unprofitable for the client.
However, we used the data from this unprofitable period to identify several highly profitable
keywords.
Using those keywords and a killer landing page strategy, we quickly cut their CPL in half. In fact,
the campaigns were so profitable that they redefined success for the company—as a result,
they've since received millions in VC funding!
The moral of the story? By leveraging your LTV, you can produce the kind of campaign results
B2C companies only dream of.
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Why B2B Companies Struggle With AdWords
So, if B2B is such a great fit for AdWords, why do so many companies have such a hard time
getting meaningful results from their PPC campaigns?
The answer is fairly simple—most companies don't understand how to target and communicate
with their potential clients.

Targeting the Right Audience
Often, who you think you're targeting isn't always who you're actually targeting.
Unlike B2C companies—who usually know which keywords will produce results even before
they start advertising—it can be a challenge for B2B companies to identify the right keywords
for their niche.
As a result, many B2B companies bid on search terms that are superficially related to their
offering but don't actually indicate any relevant search intent.
For example, remember that company that had wasted $150,000 on AdWords? $60,000 of that
went towards one particular set of keywords with over 150 million searches per month.
Obviously, that's a lot of potential traffic. However, lots of searches means lots of irrelevant
traffic, especially for B2B companies in niche markets.
So, what did this company get for their $60,000?
Absolutely nothing.
Did they get a lot of clicks? Sure. But their traffic wasn't interested in their product, so no one
ever converted.
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Less is More
In contrast, here's what happens when you identify the specific keywords that your customers
are using.

Notice how quickly click volume falls off? What's interesting about this, however, is that the
number of conversions stays about the same.
In other words, by increasing the accuracy of your targeting, you eliminate irrelevant clicks (and
their associated cost). Then, as you identify additional relevant terms, you build your traffic
volume back up—only this time, it comes with more conversions.
All of a sudden, AdWords makes a lot more sense. This particular client is now spending 48%
more than when they started with us, but they are producing 900% more leads!

Now, instead of driving a ton of irrelevant traffic, AdWords has become their biggest source of
leads and sales!
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Speak to the Pain Point
In addition to poor targeting, many B2B businesses struggle to communicate effectively with
their audience. Unfortunately, a lot of businesses assume that everyone cares about all the
specifics of their offering. After all, they put an awful lot of work into all those features.
The problem is, most people aren't looking for a list of features—they are looking for solutions!
Potential customers don't click on your ad because they want to know all about your product.
They click because they think you can solve their problem. So, if you want people to convert,
you need to identify the problem that motivated their search and speak directly to that pain
point in your ad and landing page.
Many companies fall into the trap of thinking that their landing page needs to address every
possible question or scenario. Let your sales team do that. The goal of a landing page is to
show how your offer solves their problem.
If your ads are properly targeted, 90% of your traffic will come to your page with some version
of the same pain point in mind. Speak to that pain point and you'll win their business!

What All This Means for Your B2B Business
So, can B2B businesses make money using AdWords? Absolutely! When done right, AdWords
can be one of the most effective ways to market your B2B business. It's an awesome way to get
in front of your audience when they are looking for your solution.
That being said, if you do it wrong, AdWords is also a great way to lose a lot of money.
The key to running an effective AdWords campaign is understanding the differences between
B2B and B2C advertising and how to leverage the strengths of B2B to create a killer marketingsales cycle. Now let’s get into the details of how to do just that.
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The 3 T’s of AdWords Advertising
After auditing hundreds of B2B AdWords accounts, we've discovered that there are 4 basic
obstacles that a B2B business must overcome to succeed with AdWords advertising: targeting,
time, and tracking.

1. Targeting
While we were auditing all of those AdWords accounts, we made several surprising discoveries.
One of the most shocking was just how few keywords actually produce conversions.
As it turns out, just 6% of the keywords in a typical AdWords account have ever produced a
conversion (form fill, phone call, chat, etc). That means 94% of keywords are absolutely useless!
Now, that wouldn't be a big deal if most of those useless keywords weren't getting impressions
or clicks. No wasted ad spend, no foul, right? The problem is, thanks to poor keyword targeting,
76% of ad spend is wasted on search terms that don't produce conversions.
Talk about a waste of money!
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All of that waste has serious consequences for your AdWords campaigns. Unfortunately, as you
waste more of your ad spend on non-converting keywords and search terms, your cost-per-click
gets exponentially higher:

In fact, for every 10% increase in wasted ad spend, your cost-per-conversion increases by 4472%. So, if your current cost-per-conversion is $10.00 and your wasted ad spend goes from 30%
to 40%, your new cost-per-conversion will be around $14.43-17.22. If it goes from 30% to the
average of 76%, your cost-per-conversion could be more than $120!
Can you see why targeting is such a big obstacle for B2B businesses?
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Targeting the Right Keywords
Unfortunately, there is no perfect way to pick keywords. To identify the right terms for your B2B
business, you'll need to test a variety of different keywords.
If you're already running AdWords campaigns, you've already “tested” quite a few keywords, so
you can simply start analyzing your existing keywords. However, if you're new to AdWords,
you're going to need to come up with a detailed keyword list and start testing.
Pick your keywords, build some ads and landing pages around them and then run your ads for
2-3 months. Yes, waiting is hard, but if you don't give your ads at least 8-12 weeks, you won't
have enough data to identify your winning keywords.
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Once you've done your time, open AdWords, click on the Keywords tab and create a filter for
“Conversions < 1”. Run the report on your last 2-3 months of data.

From there, scroll down to the last row on your report to see how much you are wasting on nonconverting search terms. If you divide that number by your total spend and multiply by 100%,
you can quickly see how what percentage of your ad spend is being wasted on the wrong
keywords and search terms.
Now that you know which keywords aren't working, you can start eliminating them and truly
optimizing your targeting. The good news is, that same exponential formula we talked about
earlier also works in reverse. Every 10% of wasted spend you eliminate will decrease your costper-conversion by 44-72%.
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2. Time
Sadly, there's a very simple reason why so many AdWords accounts have so many useless
keywords. Most AdWords account managers simply don't spend the enough time in their
accounts to identify and eliminate those meaningless keywords.
Unfortunately, this lack of time and effort doesn't just produce an account full of useless
keywords—it also leads to waste in countless other areas. To put it simply, running a good
AdWords account is a lot like raising a child. It takes time, effort and—above all—consistency.
Raising a kid (especially a well-adjusted one) is a ton of work. You can't just feed and clothe
them and send them on your way. You have to spend countless hours getting to know them and
their needs. If you don't, both your life and their life will quickly spin out of control.
Same goes for AdWords accounts.
The thing is, 72% of AdWords accounts haven't been touched in over a month. Only 10% of
AdWords accounts get weekly attention. Just imagine what would happen if you only paid
attention to your kid every other month...
If your AdWords account isn't getting regular love and attention, it's not going to be particularly
well-behaved. It'll irritate you (and your boss), bid on the wrong search terms and generally
waste money. You can't just set up an AdWords account and feed it money—if you want it to
perform, you have to give it time and attention.
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Making Time for AdWords
The question is, how much time should you be spending in your AdWords account? After all,
you're a busy marketer, you can't afford to spend all your time optimizing your AdWords
account, right?
As a general rule of thumb, you should check up on your AdWords account at least once a
week—especially if you're spending more than $10,000 a month. But, if you really want to get
the most out of your account, you should spend time in your account at least 3x/week.
If you're launching new campaigns, you should be checking on things at least 3x/day. A new
campaign is the AdWords equivalent of an infant or toddler—it will wreak havoc if left
unattended.
Now, just because you're checking up on your account 3 times a day or week, that doesn't
mean you're making a major change every time you log into AdWords. However, if you aren't
digging around on a regular basis, you will miss things and your account won't perform the way
you need it to.
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3. Tracking
Of course, checking in on your accounts on a regular basis won't do you much good if you don't
have great tracking in place. To put it bluntly, without great analytics, you won't know what's
working...and what isn't.
And, if you don't know what isn't working, how can you optimize your AdWords accounts?
Unfortunately, just 57.7% of AdWords accounts are tracking conversions. That means almost
half of AdWords accounts are effectively running blind.

To make matters worse, of the 57.7% of AdWords accounts with conversion tracking, only half
are actually tracking all of their conversions.
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Now, this begs the question, how big of a difference does analytics tracking make? Well,
according to Hubspot, tracking your campaigns improves your odds of success by 1,700%.
1,700%? That's a huge difference!
In fact, if we look at the numbers in Hubspot's report a little differently and run a bit of math, that
means: Without good analytics, 97% of online marketing fails.
In other words, trying to run an AdWords campaign without good tracking is the same thing as
setting your money on fire.

Setting Up Tracking
The good news is, putting an effective tracking setup in place is fairly easy. AdWords has done
a great job of making it easy to track conversions, which means there aren't any good excuses
for not setting up conversion tracking.
Ideally, you don't want to stop at conversions, though. The ultimate goal of your marketing is
sales, not conversions, so you'll want to use a CRM to track your AdWords clicks all the way
through to the revenue they generate. That way, you can optimize for return-on-investment, not
just clicks or conversions.
At the end of the day, setting up analytics is setting your B2B business up for success. You
might not always get the kind of results you want, but if you have quality tracking in place, you
can learn from your mistakes and keep improving until things start working.
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Creating an Effective B2B Landing Page
In B2C, marketing is all about getting people to buy. As a result, B2C marketers put a lot of work
into crafting landing pages that appeal to the specific needs and pain points of their potential
customers.
Things are a bit different for B2B companies. In B2B, you aren't selling to people—you're selling
to businesses, right?
Well, while it might be technically true that your target customer is a business, not a person, the
fact of the matter is that you are still selling to people. A person, not a business, clicks on your
ad and a person decides whether or not to convert.
So, if you want to run a successful B2B marketing campaign, you need to create a B2B landing
page that is designed to get people to convert.
Let’s take a look at what you need to do to create a compelling B2B landing page:
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1. Keep Your Messaging Consistent
No matter what industry you are in, the key to an effective landing page is messaging
consistency. In other words, the messaging of your ad should match the messaging of your B2B
landing page.
In fact, messaging consistency is the primary reason why landing pages exist. A home page has
to meet dozens (if not hundreds or thousands) of different needs. A good marketing campaign
delivers traffic with one specific need.
If that traffic lands on a home page with a hundred different options and messages, what are the
odds that they'll actually find what they're looking for and convert?
B2B marketing campaigns perform best when they deliver a consistent experience. If your ad
appeals to a certain type of person, your landing page should appeal to that person as well.
That way, when they arrive on your page, they think, "This is exactly what I was looking for!" not
"Wait, where am I and what am I doing here?"
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2. Focus on Them, Not You
B2B or not, all businesses struggle with egocentrism. After all, you spend all day, every day
thinking about and improving your product or offer. It's natural to want to talk about all the
special things that make your business unique!
The only problem is, the people on your site don't care.
See, most people struggle with egocentrism, too. They don't care how many countless hours
you've invested into that nifty feature. They may not even care about the feature at all. Most
visitors to your site are asking themselves one simple question:
Will this make my life easier?
Depending on what you're selling and who you're marketing to, you might answer that question
in a number of different ways. For example, if customer service is a big deal to your potential
customers, you may want to focus your page on how great your customer service is. You might
want to include testimonials about your customer service, awards your customer service
department has won, statistics about response times...you get the idea.
The important thing is to keep the focus on how your customer service will make their life
easier—not how awesome your business, product or offer is.
Ideally, your page should address what brought them to your page to your page in the first
place. If they clicked on your ad, it's probably because your ad addressed a problem or need. If
your page is focused on how your business solves that problem or need, there's a good chance
they'll convert. If all your landing page does is tell them that your business is great, they'll lose
interest and leave.
Do you see why messaging consistency is so important?
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3. Create a Compelling Call-to-Action
The goal of any B2B marketing campaign is to get people to take action. Depending on your
campaign, you might want them to submit a lead form, sign up for a trial period, subscribe to
your email list...but your goal is to get them to do something.
But, if you don't tell people what you want them to do, what are the odds that they'll do it?
A quality call-to-action (CTA) solves this problem. Essentially, your CTA tells your potential
customers what they should be doing next. It's the old, "Submit", "Sign Up", "Get My Free
Proposal", "Try Now" button we've all seen on countless pages.
However, telling someone to "Submit" and actually convincing them to do it are two very
different things. If you want people to act on your CTA, you need to convince them that doing
what you want them to do is in their best interest.
With that in mind, your CTA should be a natural extension of your landing page. Remember,
they are on your B2B landing page because they're hoping that your business can solve a
problem for them. Your CTA should show them how converting will get them one step closer to
solving their problem.
Of course, the right CTA for your landing page will depend entirely on the specific problem or
need of your target audience, but if you've already created a landing page that is focused on
that problem or need, creating your CTA should be easy. Just ask yourself, "If a potential
customer read this page and resonated with my content, what would they naturally want to do
next?" The answer is your CTA.
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4. Keep Things Simple
Often, when you're creating a B2B landing page, it can be easy to overcomplicate things.
There's a natural temptation to think, "What if my target audience wants to know about X? I
better add it to my page." or "What about Y? That might be a point of concern for my audience...I
should probably throw that in, too."
Before you know it, you have a landing page that looks like this (we split the page into 3
columns so you wouldn't have to scroll all the way through their whole page):
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The fact of the matter is, though, most people don't scroll very far down your landing page. And,
those who do, don't usually read most of your content.
Remember, your potential customers are on your page because they have a specific problem
that they need solved. If your landing page makes it obvious that your business may be able to
meet their needs, they'll convert. If not, they'll leave.
So, even if your landing page does address that one specific concern that a potential customer
might have, but they have to hunt through your page to find the answer, most people won't take
the time to find that answer. The issue might be worth addressing a separate marketing
campaign and landing page, but if you feel like you need to include tons of extra content to get
people to convert, you probably don't know your target audience's needs and problems well
enough.
This applies to forms as well. Longer forms tend to decrease conversion rates, so if you don't
need to know their gender, weight, height, weight, credit card number and billing address, don't
ask for it! Keep your forms focused on the information you truly need.
That being said, keeping things simple doesn't always mean keeping things short. Sometimes,
what you are asking people to do comes with a lot of risk. If you want them to convert, you need
to really convince them that your business will solve their problem. That may take a lot of words.
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Before you turn your B2B landing page into an essay, though, ask yourself the following
questions:
•
•
•

Am I overcomplicating things? If you only need a phone number and your sales team
can resolve any additional questions, focus on getting the phone number.
Can another medium solve the problem? Sometimes, a video or image can be worth a
thousand words of text. If an image can say it better, try an image.
Does my ask make sense? If someone is making a purchase and you are asking for a
credit card, you shouldn't have to worry about convincing them to give you their credit
card. However, if someone is signing up for a free trial and you're asking for a credit card,
that may need a little more explaining.

In general, the best B2B landing pages keep things simple. Their content is directly focused on
the needs of their visitors and their forms only ask for relevant information. How much content
or how long of a form you need will vary from business-to-business and page-to-page, but a
simple, focused page will almost always outperform a more complicated one.
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5. Use Social Proof
People put a lot more stock into what other people say about your business than what you say
about your business. After all, you get paid to say good things about your business. So, if you
really want to convince your potential customers that you can solve their problem, it's often best
to let your current customers do the talking.
Testimonials and customer reviews are one of the most compelling elements of a landing page.
They give people an opportunity to really get a sense for what it's like to buy what you're selling.
Here are a few ways to get the most out of social proof:
•

•
•

Get testimonials from well-known sources. An endorsement from Oprah means a lot
more than an endorsement from Orpah. If Oprah endorses the wrong product, that can
have big repercussions for her good name. If Orpah endorses the wrong product, well,
who is Orpah anyways?
Add more details. Liars avoid the details. Therefore, the more details (location, company
name, statistics, case studies, etc) you have, the more believable your testimonial will be.
Include images. A quote is good. A quote with a picture is better. A video testimonial is
awesome.

Social proof is what makes your marketing message meaningful. Without it, your landing page
just feels like bragging.
Overall, a well-designed, focused B2B landing page can be the difference between a mediocre
B2B marketing campaign and a gold mine. It all depends on how well you apply these 5
principles in your page.
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Cracking the B2B Code
When it comes to B2B marketing, AdWords can be a frustrating, confusing advertising channel. However, with the right
approach, AdWords can be one of the best advertising channels for B2B businesses.
The trick is knowing how to use the 3 T’s to drive highly targeted traffic to the right landing pages.
Fortunately, with this guide in hand, you have the information you need to set up truly effective AdWords campaigns for
your B2B business. Good luck!

Overwhelmed?
Don’t worry, we get it. Successfully advertising your B2B business on AdWords takes a lot of strategy,
work and tactical skill.
If you’re feeling a bit out of your depth, we’d be happy to take a look at your business and give you some specific
recommendations on how to approach AdWords advertising. And best of all, we’ll do it for free.
Interested? Click the button below and let us know.
To thank you for downloading this guide, we’ll even build you a free landing page to help you take your campaigns to the
next level. Thanks for reading!
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